ABSTRACT Software-defined networking (SDN) is a novel network paradigm that enables flexible management for networks. As the network size increases, the single centralized controller cannot meet the increasing demand for flow processing. Thus, the promising solution for SDN with large-scale networks is the multi-controller. In this paper, we present a compressive survey for multi-controller research in SDN. First, we introduce the overview of multi-controller, including the origin of multi-controller and its challenges. Then, we classify multi-controller research into four aspects (scalability, consistency, reliability, and load balancing) depending on the process of implementing the multi-controller. Finally, we propose some relevant research issues to deal with in the future and conclude the multi-controller research.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet has been identified as an essential infrastructure that supports social development and technological progress in the past 30 years, and it has profoundly changed the people's working, studying and living styles [1] , [2] . However, traditional network technology has inherent defects of rigid structure and complex configuration and cannot meet the requirement of network innovation [3] . Thus, it is deemed urgent to design and develop a new network architecture that can dynamically and flexibly manage the network [4] .
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) [5] - [7] is proposed to overcome the aforementioned weaknesses of the traditional network. As a new network paradigm, the SDN revolutionizes network technology by breaking the fundamental idea of traditional networks. An SDN comprises three layers: data plane, control plane, and application plane. Data plane comprises of network devices (e.g., a router, and switch) and forwards packets according to a decision made by the control plane. Control plane acts as a mediator for the data plane and the application plane and handles the traffic flow in the network. Application plane is on the top of the control plane and achieves customized application logic (e.g., intrusion detection systems [8] , big data analyses [6] ).
The preliminary design of the control plane only uses one controller for a network. Though the advantages of centralized control in SDN network, SDN faces some problems challenging its nature (i.e., centralized control) due to day-to-day increasing network demands. Further, network operators try their best to strengthen the performance of the network controller, but it is still hard to meet the high demands (e.g., flow request sent by switches and network statistics) due to the limited capacity of the single controller. For instance, Ryu [9] , as the early controller, can server only 6000 Packet-in requests per second with an average latency less than (6ms). Particularly, this deficiency presents more obviously in the large-scale network. Moreover, the single point of failure is also the crucial factor in the one controller SDN network. The controller failure will cause disconnections between the controller and the switches. Since the controller software runs on a server and it may suffer from the hardware or software failure, characterization of a server failure in a production network or cluster gives us the description of the controller failure [10] . Therefore, the controller failure is common in the network because of hardware or software breakdown [11] . In a word, the above problems triggered by the single controller will hinder the deployment of SDN in actual production networks. To overcome those issues, several works propose using multi-controller working together to achieve the function of the logically centralized controller [12] - [14] . There are some surveys of SDN, but they have different concentrations. For example, [15] and [16] introduce a comprehensive literature survey on SDN, including the motivation, architecture and an overview of three layers; [17] - [19] survey SDN network update, testbeds, and security architecture, respectively. Songtao et al. [17] focus on the control plane scalability of multi-controller; and the work is deemed closer to our work.
In this paper, we focus on the survey of multi-controller research in SDN. We discuss the multi-controller overview in SDN and present the SDN issues of multi-controller: scalability, consistency, reliability, and load balancing. Following the design logic, we first present the scalability research of multi-controller to cope with single controller problem (single point of failure, limited control resources, etc.). Moreover, we present consistency, reliability, and load balancing research caused by multi-controller. Further, we propose some promising research directions as future work. Finally, we summarize this paper in the conclusion. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first comprehensive survey for multi-controller research in SDN from the perspective of design logic. The main contributions of this paper are summarized below:
• We present the controller evolution that discusses the origin of multi-controller; and we introduce the two basic multi-controller architectures.
• We summarize the four challenges (i.e., scalability, consistency, reliability and load balancing) in the multicontroller research, and present existing solutions.
• We introduce major research problems that need to be considered to implement multi-controller in real scenarios. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the overview of multi-controller. From Section 3 to Section 6, we discuss the research challenges of multicontroller scalability, consistency, reliability and load balancing, respectively. In Section 7, we discuss the promising research directions and issues to deal with in the future. In Section 8, we conclude this survey.
II. MULTI-CONTROLLER OVERVIEW A. CONTROLLER EVOLUTION
In this subsection, we will firstly introduce the origin of multi-controller by using two examples, then illustrate the two basic multi-controller architectures that are flat design and hierarchical design.
1) FROM SINGLE CONTROLLER TO MULTI-CONTROLLER
In the initial stage of SDN design, a single controller manages the entire network. In Fig. 1 , the controller (c1) manages four switches in the network. When the source host sends a new packet to switch (s1), the switch cannot achieve the forwarding function due to the lack of routing information of the new packet. Then, the switch (s1) sends (Packet-in) messages to the controller (c1) to get the routing for the new packet. After getting the response message from the controller, the switch forwards the packet to the next device. Finally, the packet reaches the destination host successfully. The controller plays a major role in the process of traffic transmission. Unfortunately, as the network traffic increases fast, one single controller cannot deal with a great number of flow requests send from switches because of the limited controller capacity. Meanwhile, once the single controller fails, the switches cannot plan the routing for the newly arrived packet, which affects the communication and applications of the network. Consequently, it is necessary to propose a modern controller design. Benefiting from the development of OpenFlow (e.g., OpenFlow 1.2 [20] has proposed the concept of the master, slave, and equal controller, and one switch could connect one master controller and several slaves or equal controllers), multi-controller becomes a new SDN design scheme, which could solve the problem caused by the single controller. In Fig. 2 , there are two controllers in the network topology, and each of them manages the part of the network. In this scenario, (c1) and (c2) are sharing the same logic in a logically centralized manner such that when new packets arrive at (s1), both (c1) and (c2) can directly install forwarding paths in all corresponding switches. By this means, it can effectively alleviate the flow processing pressure of a single controller. Meanwhile, these two controllers are backup each other, which could resolve the single point of failure for the controller.
Based on the above analysis, we can discover that compared with a single controller, a multi-controller design can effectively improve the performance of SDN network.
Therefore, multi-controller gradually becomes a popular research in the recent years.
2) TWO BASIC MULTI-CONTROLLER ARCHITECTURES
When placing multi-controller, the key point is how to design the multi-controller architecture. After surveying the literature, we conclude that the basic multi-controller architecture can be divided into flat design and hierarchical design. In flat design, a network is structured into several domains, where each domain is controlled by a controller situated within its own local network view. Controllers communicate with others through their east-westbound interfaces to get the global view of the network. Fig. 3 shows the flat design of multi-controller. Typical examples are HyperFlow [21] and Onix [22] . HyperFlow is designed on Network Operating System (NOX) for the distributed file system WheelFs [23] . In HyperFlow, each controller only processes flow requests sent from the switches in its local domain. Network events (e.g., flow information, routing information) are transmitted based on specific ''publish/subscribe'' mode [24] among controllers.
Onix adopts the distributed architecture to offer the programmatic interface for the upper control logic and uses Network Information Base (NIB) to maintain the global network state. Onix gets network status from physical infrastructure and conducts operation from the control logic via the connectivity infrastructure.
The flat design extends the capability of the control plane, but it also requires complicated controller management and extra control overheads. For example, the controllers must frequently communicate with each other to guarantee the consistent network view. The hierarchical design is proposed to solve the problems.
Hierarchical design usually uses two-layer controllers: domain controller, which manages switches in its local domains and runs local control applications, and root controller, which manages domain controllers and maintains a global network view. Kandoo [25] is a typical hierarchical controller structure. In the Kandoo, the root controller communicates with domain controllers to get the domain information, but the domain controllers do not contact with each other. Fig. 4 shows the basic architecture of hierarchical design. 
B. RESEARCH CHALLENGES
The design of the multi-controller has solved the problems encountered by a single controller, but it also presents a set of overlooked challenges. Fig. 5 summarizes the research roadmap of multi-controller challenges. One of the most critical challenges in multi-controller is the way to cope with its scalability problem. Therefore, the researchers introduce to place multi-controller in the SDN network. However, how to place those controllers to solve scalability is still an outstanding challenge, which includes two layers of meaning: one refers to finding controller locations, the other allocates the switches for different controllers. Further, once there is a multi-controller in the network, the consequent results bring about the challenges of consistency, reliability and load balancing. Though different controllers manage the respective SDN domains, they must maintain consistent network views. It is necessary to guarantee the consistency of the multi-controller. Meanwhile, different types and locations of controllers may suffer from the indeterminate failure and indeterminate attack, which influence the reliability of the control plane. Besides, unbalanced distribution of controller loads will degrade the network performance, and how to balance multi-controllers' loads is also a key point of multicontroller research. 
III. MULTI-CONTROLLER SCALABILITY
Based on the two basic multi-controller architectures, the proposed for multi-controller is to overcome the shortages of the single controller, such as single controller failure and limited controller capacity. However, multi-controller also raises the challenges of scalability: how to select the controller locations and how to allocate the switches for multi-controller in the network. In fact, the multi-controller's scalability depends on the number of controllers and the deployment mode. If controllers are irrationally deployed, it could assign unbalanced processing load on controllers and lower the control plane's capacity. The coarse-grained domain partition could also make it difficult to guarantee the agreeable effect of scalability. After analysis, we categorize existing solutions in two aspects: (1) controller placement; (2) domain partition, as shown in Fig. 6 . Controller placement focuses on selecting appropriate locations to improve the scalability while domain partition emphasizes on partitioning the entire network into several SDN domains.
A. CONTROLLER PLACEMENT
Placing multi-controller is an effective method to cope with the challenge of scalability, and existing multi-controller placements in [26] - [30] consider some network parameters (e.g., delay, traffic, distance) to identify the number and locations of controllers in the network.
1) CONTROLLER PLACEMENT PROBLEM (CPP)
Heller et al. [26] firstly improves the scalability of multicontroller for solving CPP. The CPP focuses on two questions: how many controllers are required, and where should they go? The authors conduct experiments on the Internet 2 [31] production deployments and 100 publicly available WAN topologies to examine control plane propagation latency. The results indicate the latency is topology dependent and one controller location is often sufficient to meet existing reaction-time requirements (though certainly not fault tolerance requirements). Unfortunately, the authors have no algorithm design and theoretical demonstration.
2) OPTIMAL CONTROLLER PLACEMENT
In [27] , Rath et al. present a non-zero-sum game [32] based distributed technique to optimally deploy the multicontroller. With the non-zero-sum game, each controller has an optimization engine, which computes a payoff function and compares its own payoff value to save costs and improve Quality of Service (QoS) through optimizing the locations of controllers.
3) BARGAINING GAME Similarly, in [28] , Ksentini et al. also introduce a game model to study the placement of multi-controller. This model considers multiple metrics: the communication delay between controllers and switches, the communication overhead among controllers, processing loads on controllers. Based on the metrics, the paper formulates an optimization problem with two contradictory objectives: minimizing communication delay and minimizing communication overhead. The authors use a bargaining game to find the optimal placement of controllers to achieve a trade-off between the two objectives.
4) MATHEMATICAL MODEL
In [29] , Sallahi and St-Hilaire propose a mathematical model, which simultaneously determines the optimal number, location, and type of controllers in SDN. The model seeks to minimize the controller placement cost of the network while considering different constraints (e.g., controller capacity, path latency). The simulation results demonstrate that the model can be used to plan small-scale SDN. Meanwhile, this model can also be applied to various enterprises and cloud-based networks to start integrating SDN or plan a new SDN. However, this model needs a long-time computation time and huge memory when used in large topologies of the controller placement.
5) HYBRID HIERARCHICAL CONTROL PLANE
For large-scale SDN networks, in [30] , Fu et al.introduce a hierarchical hybrid control plane, named Orion to effectively reduce the computational complexity of an SDN control plane by several orders of magnitude. Orion uses two control layers: (1) area controller layer is responsible for handling the physical switches and collecting link information; (2) domain controller layer includes several controllers that supervise the area controllers as devices. Differing from Kandoo [25] , Yeganeh and Ganjali design an abstracted hierarchical routing method between area controller layer and domain controller layer to solve the path stretch problem and achieve fast rerouting in the hierarchical hybrid control plane.
We investigate and analyze the controller placement techniques for multi-controller scalability in Table 1 . We compare different techniques from the aspects of authors, mode, objective, complexity, real time, simulation/evaluation and application scenarios including enterprise, Data Centers (DC), Cloud and Wide Area Network (WAN). The √ represents feasible and × represents not feasible. The rest tables in the paper follow the same notation.
B. DOMAIN PARTITION
Deploying multi-controller in one domain restricts the largescale implementation and scalability of SDN. Therefore, the literature proposes to divide a network into multiple domains to improve the scalability of multi-controller [33] , [34] , [36] , [37] .
1) DISTRIBUTED MULTI-DOMAIN SDN CONTROLLER (DISCO)
DISCO [33] , implemented on top of Floodlight, is introduced to partition wide area network (WAN) with constrained overlay networks. A DISCO controller manages its own domain and communicates with other controllers via a lightweight and manageable control channel to provide end-to-end network services. In particular, DISCO adopts the innovative technology (e.g., link discovery agent, path computation agent) to well discriminate heterogeneous inter-domain links (e.g., high-capacity MPLS tunnels) and improve the utilization of link bandwidth.
2) APPROXIMATE ALGORITHM
In [34] , Wang et al.efficiently configure controllers in a multi-domain SDN to find the least number of controllers for the network. They formulate the multi-domain partition as a NP-hard problem and transfer the problem to the Greedy Sub-Graph Cover Problem (GSGCP) by abstracting domain as nodes. The authors then solve the GSGCP with a modified approximate optimal solution, and the simulation results demonstrate the solution achieves the equivalent multi-domain partition and has an acceptable computation complexity for any given network topology.
3) K SELF-ADAPTIVE
Based on the spectral clustering [35] , Xiao et al. introduce a self-adaptive partition and placement algorithm for controllers in wide area networks [36] . This algorithm uses matrix perturbation theory to determine the topology of domains and the optimal number of domains automatically. The authors also present a Beacon-based test framework and verify the algorithm's validity in Internet2 OS3E topology.
4) SDN PARTITIONING (SDNP)
In [37] , Caria et al. propose new SDN-IP hybrid network architecture, named SDNP, for multi-domain partition in large-scale SDN network. The SDNP builds centralized control over a distributed routing protocol by dividing the network into sub-domains with SDN-enabled border nodes. SDNP can evenly partition the topology and dynamically modify the size of domains. Therefore, SDNP achieves high network control capabilities with a few SDN-enabled routers.
We investigate and analyze the domain partition techniques for multi-controller scalability. The results are presented in Table 2 .
IV. MULTI-CONTROLLER CONSISTENCY
Multi-controller design can divide the entire network into several domains, and each controller manages its own SDN domain. To make sure that packets are transmitted correctly in the network, the controllers must interact the domain information with each other to keep the consistent view. Therefore, controller consistency also becomes an important issue for the multi-controller SDN.
The multi-controller must make a decision based on the consistent and coherent network information. However, during the data transmission, the out-sync between controllers and concurrent strategic conflicts of controllers may lead to the inconsistency of the controller state.
Meanwhile, due to propagation delay and flow table order, control strategies of multi-controller are easy to be inconsistent, which would produce the packet loss and service interruption. Both DIFANE [38] and DevoFlow [39] improve the consistency of controller through adding the partial control functions into SDN switch. However, this action is contrary to the original design of SDN.
Based on the aforementioned analysis, in Fig. 7 , we classify the existing research results of multi-controller consistency into two aspects: (1) consistency of controller state; (2) consistency of control strategy. The controller state consistency emphasizes on keeping the consistent local domain view once the network state changes. The control strategy consistency devotes to avoid the conflict of flow tables VOLUME 6, 2018 pushed by controllers. Both two ways can effectively guarantee the consistency of multi-controller.
A. CONTROLLER STATE CONSISTECNY
When the network state changes, the controllers must have the consistent view for the global network to make the correct decision for networks, which require the controllers with the consistent state [21] , [22] , [40] - [42] .
1) PUBLISH/SUBSCRIBE MODE
Based on the ''publish/ subscribe'' mode, HyperFlow [21] achieves consistent state among controller via WheelFs distributed file system. This is obviously due to WheelFs facilitates rapid prototyping and is resilient against network partitioning. The ''publish/ subscribe'' mode has a networkwide scope and three channel types (control channel: controllers advertise themselves there; data channel: events of general interest published here; individual controllers' channels: send commands and replies to a specific controller). If an event (e.g., OpenFlow messages) that changes the network happens, the controller that identifies the event will publish the event to switches. Other controllers receive the published event and update their network state to achieve status synchronization.
2) NETWORK INFORMATION BASE (NIB)
Onix [22] stores the network information in the NIB and writes and reads the contents of NIB to synchronize the state of each controller. As the control platform, Onix is responsible for giving the control logic programmatic access to the network (reading and writing network state). In order to scale to very large networks (millions of ports) and to provide the requisite resilience for production deployments, Onix instance is also responsible for disseminating network state to other instances within the cluster. When one controller node has been changed in Onix, this information will be distributed among NIBs.
3) FAST CONSENSUS ALGORITHM
As a new fast consensus algorithm, Fast Paxos-based Consensus (FPC) is proposed based on a strong consistency model [40] . FPC creatively defines three roles for controllers: listener, proposer, and chairman. Through applying the voting mechanism, the proposer can handle the request from the switch if receiving acceptance votes from a majority of the controllers. Moreover, each controller has a definite priority, and an aging mechanism is applied to avoid the starvation for the low priority. These settings could promise that FPC has stable consensus control logic.
4) CONSISTENCY FOR CROSS-DOMAIN
In [41] , Zhouboyang et al.consider the consistency of controller states in WAN. They propose a consistent layer that actively and passively snapshots the cross-domain control states to reduce the complexities of service realization. The consistent layer is applied and evaluated in the PlanetLab testbed by putting OpenFlow switch implementation on the overlay networks for evaluating performance in an enlarged WAN environment. The results show this method has four properties: (1) the scalability of the snapshot on large-scale domains, (2) the reliability for dealing with the physical network instabilities, (3) the responsiveness for reacting on a few state changes of domains, (4) the security of crossdomain control. load-balancing performance with much less synchronization overhead, as compared with existing schemes.
We investigate and analyze the controller state consistency techniques for multi-controller consistency in Table 3 .
B. CONTROL STRATEGY CONSISTECNY
The concurrent control strategy will bring about inconsistency issue, which can be resolved by strategy rules formed in the control layer. In order to avoid the involvement of physical devices, the controller could combine the strategies and use the fine-grained locking to ensure there are no conflicts between different control strategies [33] , [43] , [44] .
1) ADVANCED MESSAGE QUEUING PROTOCOL (AMQP)
In [33] , Phemius et al. propose DISCO, an extensible DIstributed SDN COntrol plane able to deal with the distributed and heterogeneous nature of modern overlay networks. DISCO sets a messenger module and four agents, including monitoring, reachability, connectivity, and reservation. The messenger module is based on the AMQP [86] and its function is to identify neighboring controllers and establish a distributed publish/subscribe channel. Different agents use this channel to share network information with other controllers. Each agent publishes messages according to controller status and publishes the synchronous messages.
Finally, the results demonstrate that DISCO can adapt to heterogeneous network topologies while being resilient enough to maintain the consistency of control strategy.
2) CUSTOMIZABLE CONSISTENCY GENERATOR (CCG)
In [43] , Xiong and Fu propose CCG, a fast and generic framework to support customizable consistent policies during network updates. CCG adopts the hierarchical strategy, which divides the concurrent strategies into an organized tree. In this tree, each node can achieve the independent forwarding principle. They put in place the self-defined conflict processing for each node, so the entire processing will be turned into a reverse search tree. Mininet and physical testbed evaluations prove strategy's capability to achieve various types of consistency, such as path and bandwidth properties, with zero switch memory overheads. We investigate and analyze the control strategy consistency techniques for multi-controller consistency in Table 4 .
V. MULTI-CONTROLLER RELIABILITY
Using multi-controller resolves the single point of failure problem for the controller, but it cannot guarantee the high reliability of the control plane. The connection links among switches and controllers have limited capacity. If these links experience congestion, interruption or failure, controllers and switches cannot normally communicate with each other, VOLUME 6, 2018 leading to the isolation among controllers and switches. Additionally, controllers could be failed or overwhelmed by malicious attacks (e.g., excessive packet-in requests). Thus, the multi-controller reliability is also important for actual deployment of multi-controller. In Fig. 8 , we classify the existing research results of multi-controller reliability into two aspects: (1) control path reliability; (2) controller node reliability. Control path reliability considers multi-controller design from the perspective of reliable network links. On the contrary, the controller node reliability faces on the multicontroller design from the perspective of reliable and dependable network nodes.
A. CONTROL PATH RELIABILITY
Control actions (e.g., Packet-in sending, flow entry distribution) must be transmitted through the control paths. Therefore, optimizing control path is an efficient method to achieve the reliability of controllers [45] - [48] .
1) RELIABILITY-OPTIMIZED SCHEME
In [45] , Hu et al. define a new metric, named ''expected percentage of control path loss'', to characterize the reliability of SDN. First, they analyze the reliability framework of the control plane and the control path. Then, the reliabilityaware control placement is proved as an NP-hard problem. Moreover, several placement algorithms and their advantages are examined based on the actual topology. The authors demonstrate that reliability-aware controller can effectively improve the reliability of the control plane without introducing unacceptable latencies.
2) FAST FAILOVER DESIGN
In [46] , Beheshti and Zhang achieve fast failover for control traffic when controllers fail. The authors propose a protection metric for the connections between controllers and switches, and take into account both distance and resiliency factors: the algorithm builds a routing tree that results in a short distance and high resiliency in the connection between the switches and the controller. The solution suggests preconfiguring some backup outgoing links for switches and reconnecting switches to controllers if a link failure is detected. Therefore, this optimization scheme can be used to select the best controller location for maximizing the number of protected switches.
3) SURVIVOR
Survivor is an enhanced controller placement strategy that reduces connectivity loss and enables smart recovery to improve the SDN survivability [47] . It enhances connectivity by employing path diversity, adds the capacity awareness for controllers and builds the failover mechanism through the methodology for composing the backups. Survivor also has the strong topological adaptability and can be run on any given network topology.
4) CONTROL PATH MANAGEMENT
Control Path Management framework [48] addresses the problem of reliability from the perspective of the control path. The framework designs two strategies: (1) Reliable Controller Placement-Disjoint Control Path (RCP-DCP), which protects the control plane against single link and node failures by connecting switches to a controller over two disjoint control paths, and (2) Reliable Controller Placement-Different Controller Replicas (RCP-DCR), which provides seamless failover by connecting each switch to two different controller replicas over two disjoint paths. By combining the controller placement problem with resilient routing principle, both two strategies minimize the latency of the control plane and simplify the management of the control path.
We investigate and analyze the control path reliability techniques for multi-controller reliability in Table 5 .
B. CONTROLLER NODE RELIABILITY
If a node fails, it can be quickly mapped or migrated to another node, or flows are rerouted on new paths disjoint with the node. However, different from traditional network nodes, a controller is responsible for traffic management in a network or domain and cannot be migrated and remapped. If a controller fails or crashes, the operation of the network controlled by the controller would be severely interrupted. Therefore, researching the controller node reliability has an important effect on multi-controller reliability [49] - [51] .
1) ROBUST CONTROL
In [49] , Jiménez et al. design an algorithm called K-Critical that places controllers to achieve a robust control. K-Critical discovers the minimum number of controllers and their locations to create a robust control topology that deals robustly with failure and balances the load among the selected controllers. This solution finds the best controller location as the VOLUME 6, 2018 network scale dynamically increases or decreases. However, it neglects several network performance metrics (e.g., controller throughput, link bandwidth, processing delay).
2) OPTIMAL CONTROLLER SELECTION
In [50] , Sahoo et al. combine Greedy method and simulated annealing to optimize the selection of controller nodes to achieve the high reliability of the control plane. In the proposed optimization problem, the aim is to minimize the transmission paths between switches and controllers, and the constraints involve linking distance and latency. The results show that proposed solution Greedy-SA improves the reliability of the control plane and manages more switches with few controllers. However, this heuristic algorithm is only practically feasible for small and medium-size networks and cannot satisfy the time and resource demand for large-scale networks.
3) CAPACITATED CONTROLLER
In [51] , Killi and Rao formulate a mathematical model for the capacitated controller placement that aims to reduce the worst-case latency between switches and controllers to deploy a limited number of controllers. Meanwhile, the authors also introduce a variant of the proposed model that minimizes the worst-case latencies with and without failure together. The results show that this controller placement that plans ahead for the failure result in much lower latency compared with the placement without planning ahead. However, they do not provide detailed algorithm design for implementing the strategy.
We investigate and analyze the controller node reliability techniques for multi-controller reliability in Table 6 .
VI. MULITI-CONTROLLER LOAD BALANCING
The introduction of multi-controller partitions the network into several SDN domains, while the controllers monitor the local switches in the domain, respectively. However, due to the network traffic variation and the static mapping between switches and controllers, it is likely to produce overloaded controller and underloaded controller in the network. Further, imbalanced load distribution among controllers will seriously degrade the network performance (e.g., high packet loss rate, high response time of controller and low controller throughput). Therefore, for a given multi-controller SDN network, it is essential to ensure the nice load balancing performance of multi-controller. By investigating the literature, we conclude that the existing research solves the problem in two ways: (1) controller clustering; (2) switch migration, as is illustrated in Fig. 9 . As a comparison, controller clustering pays greater attention to architecture design by constructing the dynamic controller resource pool, while the switch migration concentrates on adjusting the distribution of controller loads to keep load balancing.
A. CONTROLLER CLUSTERING
The state-of-the-art works propose controller clustering [52] - [55] to achieve load balancing. Generally, a network contains one super controller and multiple regular controllers, which construct the controller resources pool. The super controller is exclusively used in managing all controller loads and periodically collects the number of flows in each domain from the regular controllers. A regular controller manages its domain and uploading load information with a cross-controller interaction system periodically. When the traffic load surges, the super controller executes the load balancing algorithm and maps each switch to a specific controller. By controller clustering, the load information can be centralized collected, and the super controller makes the balanced load management without producing the other superfluous overheads between regular controllers.
1) BALANCEFLOW
BalanceFlow [52] is a typical controller clustering solution based on hierarchical deployment. The main advantage of this method is flexible tuning the flow requests handled by each controller without introducing extra propagation latencies. It follows the multi-controller feature in the OpenFlow 1.2. All controllers in the BalanceFlow maintain their own load information and publish this information periodically to each other through a cross-controller communication system. Upon traffic condition changes, one of the BalanceFlow controllers is selected as the super controller, which partitions the traffic and reallocates different flow setups to appropriate controllers. BalanceFlow also proposes a reasonable extension action for switches: CONTROLLER X action. By using this extension action, the overloaded controller will reduce the process of flow request, and those requests will be allocated to the controller with light load dynamically.
2) COOPERATIVE LOAD BALANCING
Similar to BalanceFlow, [53] and [54] also define a super controller to manage controllers' loads. Differently, [53] introduces Cooperative Load Balancing Scheme for hierarchical controller deployment (COLBAS) relying on controller cooperation via cross-controller communication. The main thought of this scheme is similar to BalanceFlow, but the authors adopt a Greedy algorithm to reassign the controllers' loads. In particular, COLBAS can keep the system performance high and the load reassigning cost low.
3) CLUSTER VECTOR (CV)
In [54] , Sufiev and Haddad simplify the load balancing operation with a self-defined label CV, which is a vector that contains addresses of the controllers in the same cluster. Meanwhile, it also breaks the dependency between the super controller and regular controllers. The proposed design consists of two levels: high-level operations in a super controller and low-level operations in a regular controller. Each controller has its own CV, and a regular controller finds the address of other regular controllers from its CV and uses the address to query other regular controllers about their load.
4) DORMANT MECHANISM MODEL
in [55] , Yonghong et al. design a dormant mechanism model based on flat deployment for multi-controller to save network resource, reduce energy consumption and improve the utilization of controller. The key idea is to let some idle controllers enter the dormant state to be inactive or power off when the network's load is light. The authors propose a genetic algorithm to locate the optimal values of various parameters (e.g., latency, traffic, distance) to minimize system cost for the deployment decision-making and use queuing model to analyze the scheme's performance.
We investigate and analyze the controller clustering techniques for multi-controller load balancing in Table 7 .
B. SWITCH MIGRATION
Benefit from three roles of controllers (OpenFlow 1.2), researchers propose balancing multi-controller loads through switch migration [56] - [60] based on dynamic multicontroller architecture. In a domain, when the controller overloads or the flow requests of switches increase sharply, some switches would be reassigned to the controller of the other domain with a light load. The core idea of switch migration is to dynamically change the relationships between switches VOLUME 6, 2018 and controllers by migrating switches from the overloaded controller to the underloaded controller. Fig. 10 shows a complete description of the switch migration procedure, which consists of four phases. In phase 1, it achieves changing the role of the target to equal. The initial master (A) sends a start migration message to B through controller-to-controller channel. Then, (B) sends Role-quests to the switch that needs to be migrated. After (B) receives Role-Reply from the switch, it notifies (A) that the role changing has accomplished. After (B) changes its role to equal, it receives asynchronous messages from the switch, but does not provide a response. In phase 2, it inserts and removes a dummy flow. (A) firstly sends Flow-mod to (X) to add a new flow entry, which does not match any packet. Then, it sends another Flow-mod to delete the entry. In return, the switch can send a Flow-removed message to controllers because of (B) is an equal controller right now. The Flowremoved offers a transfer of ownership for the switch (X) from (A) to (B). Besides, a barrier message is requested after the insertion of the dummy flow. In phase 3, it flushes pending requests for a barrier. (A) transmits a Barrier-request and waits for the Barrier-reply, only after which it sends ''end migration'' to the final master (B). In phase 4, it makes the target controller final master. The final master (B) sets its role to master for the switch by sending a Role-request message to the switch. Finally, it updates the distributed data store. 
1) ELASTIC CONTROL (ElatiCon)
ElastiCon [56] is the first switch migration framework based on dynamic multi-controller architecture. Fig. 11 sets the complete framework of ElastiCon, which contains three modules: load measurement modules, load adaptation decision modules, and action modules. The load measurement module collects the load of each controller and sends the load information to load adaptation decision module, which decides load allocation among controllers. The action module conducts control actions (e.g., migrating switch, adding and removing controllers) to achieve the dynamic control of controllers and switches. ElastiCon periodically monitors the load on each controller, detects imbalances, and automatically balances the load across controllers by migrating switches from the overloaded controller to a lightly loaded one. Meanwhile, in order to harmonize the migration, a novel switch migration protocol is designed for enabling such load shifting, which conforms to the OpenFlow standard. Finally, a prototype of ElastiCon is built and its performance is evaluated based on Mininet. Therefore, ElastiCon ensures predictable controller performance even under highly dynamic workloads.
2) GAME-THEORETIC APPROACH
In [57] , Chen et al. solve the switch migration algorithm with game theory. By taking light controllers as the game players and switches as the commodities, a zero-sum game model is exploited to emulate the competitions for migrating switches among overloaded controllers. The controller selects the optimal elements to implement the transaction by increasing or decreasing the commodity value of the switch. The game model is fast and efficient to achieve switch migration but is not suitable for large-scale network due to the high complexity of algorithm design.
3) DISTRIBUTED DECISIONS SCHEME
In [58] , Cheng et al. define the Switch Migration Problem (SMP) and a Network Utility Maximization (NUM) problem with the objective of maximizing the number of serving requests under the available control resource. Distributed Hopping Algorithm (DHA) is designed to achieve optimal switch migration via Log-Sum-Exp function. The DHA procedure is a time-reversible markov chain process. The simulation results show DHA outperforms existing schemes by reducing flow setup time and improving the average utilization ratio of controller.
4) LOAD INFORMING STRATEGY
In [59] , Yu et al. present a load balancing mechanism based on a load informing strategy for controllers. Emphatically, it builds distributed decision architecture, including four components that were load measurement, load informing, and balancing decision and switch migration. In this strategy, each controller can periodically actively report its load information to other controllers, and it also handles and stores the load information from others. While the periodical active load informing can decrease the decision delay, it also causes additional processing and communication overhead in the control plane. Especially, when the current load value does not change much compared to the last value, reporting it to other controllers is a redundant operation.
5) BALANCED CONTROLLER (BalCon)
BalCon is a heuristic solution proposed in [60] . It is based on two key observation: (1) an effective switch migration should consider the communication patterns of the SDN switches, (2) the switch migration should be processed at the granularity of clusters: switches with strong connections, which has the shorter distance to controller, should always be assigned to the same controller. BalCon is achieved by a realistic prototype based on Ryu, and the results show BalCon significantly reduces the number of migrating switches.
We investigate and analyze the controller clustering techniques for multi-controller load balancing in Table 8 .
VII. FUTURE WORK
The existing research focuses on solving challenges on multicontroller scalability, reliability, consistency and load balancing. However, there are still several problems that deserve deep research. We briefly discuss the research emphasis and development direction of multi-controller in the future.
A. THE DEVELOPMENT OF CONTROL SOFTWARE
Control software is an important application in the control plane, and its main form is the controller. Therefore, implementing multi-controller architecture is greatly VOLUME 6, 2018 related to the development of control software. Based on the existing controller versions, simplifying the deployment way and improving compatibility are the most important tasks for the exploitation of control software that supports multicontroller architecture.
B. CONTROLLER SAFETY
The controller plays a critical role in monitoring and dispatching the network traffic, but the existing multi-controller architecture is lack of safety mechanism and anomaly detection. The hostile attack is not difficult to break the protection measures of controllers. Therefore, Enhancing the anti-attack performance of multi-controller architecture is another important research topic.
C. MULTI-CONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
In the initial phase, application scenarios of SDN mostly focus on colleges, enterprises or data centers, and SDN is lack of deployment experience in the large-scale network due to the constraint of scalability. The introduction of multi-controller provides the possibility for the widespread deployment of SDN. Unfortunately, the actual deployment of multiple controllers still lacks relevant technical guidance. There is still a long way to go before the multi-controller is promoted.
D. HETEROGENEOUS MULTI-CONTROLLER
The existing researches about the heterogeneous controller focus mainly on security and convergence area. However, in analogy with the homogeneous multi-controller, the exploration of the heterogeneous multi-controller must be applied into more research fields, such as availability and consistency. Meanwhile, the performance interruption between different types of controllers also should get more attention.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The design and performance of the control plane are the critical part of SDN. In order to achieve the large-scale application of SDN, the control plane has evolved from the single centralized controller to multiple controllers. In this paper, based on the existing literature, we first provide an overview of multi-controller, including the origin of multi-controller and its challenges. Then, we summarize the main research challenges of multi-controller: scalability, consistency, reliability, and load balancing. Meanwhile, we also consider the corresponding solution for these challenges. Further, we give some promising research problems of multi-controller in the future. JULONG LAN is currently a Professor with the National Digital Switching System Engineering and Technological Research and Development Center. His contributions encompass aspects of information theory and security, network architecture, and signal processing.
